NEW SNOW

OVERNIGHT  24 HOURS  48 HOURS  7 DAYS  SNOW BASE  CUMULATIVE
3cm / 1in  13cm / 5in  30cm / 12in  81cm / 32in  214cm / 83in  479cm / 187in

WEATHER AT  3:01 PM

TEMPERATURE  WINDS  CONDITIONS
VILLAGE  0 °c / 32 °f  -  Mixed Precip
ALPINE  0 °c / 32 °f  Light at 12 - 24 km/h from the E  Overcast
PEAK  -1 °c / 30 °f  Moderate at 34 - 56 km/h from the S  Lightly Snowing

FREEZING LEVEL : 2100 Metres  VISIBILITY : Variable

ALPINE FORECAST

CURRENT : Flurries continue this afternoon, intensifying to snow again this evening, with an alpine low forecast of -1°C. The freezing level is rising to 2100 metres and moderate winds continue from the southeast at 30-40 gusting to 60 km/h.

OUTLOOK : A brief sunny period is expected tomorrow early in the morning, before the next impulse arrives Monday afternoon.

LENS OF THE DAY  Prizm Rose, Prizm HI Pink Iridium

GROOMING

(See mobile app or on-mountain TV's for a list of groomed runs)

RUNS OF THE DAY

WHISTLER
46  597
BLACKCOMB
48  684

ALPINE SURFACE CONDITIONS : Soft Packed
MID-MOUNTAIN SURFACE CONDITIONS : Soft Packed

TERRAIN PARKS & FAMILY ZONES

WHISTLER  BLACKCOMB
TERRAIN PARK  Open  Open
TREE FORT  Closed  -
MAGIC CASTLE -  Closed
-
Open

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The Fire and Ice show is tonight in the skiers plaza from 7 pm. Join us every Sunday for a fun evening of fire spinners and fireworks, as Whistler’s best skiers and riders hit a big air jump through a blazing ring of fire.

Due to the unusual and unstable snowpack, terrain outside of our operational boundary, marked with ropes and signage, are displaying similar hazards to the backcountry. Obey all signage and roped lines to stay safe. Don't let the desire for deep powder pull you into high consequence terrain. The snowpack outside the ropes needs time to stabilize. We are opening terrain as it becomes safe to do so.

For live updates to lift status please see the Terrain & Lift Status page on the Whistler Blackcomb website.